HOW WEBSITES WORK
I'd like to go to Propublica.
I'd like to go to Propublica.

Here's the IP address.

Verizon

Some computers hundreds of miles away.
I'd like to go to 123.456.78.9

Here's the IP address

Verizon

Some computers hundreds of miles away
I'd like to go to 123.456.78.9.

Here's the IP address.

Verizon

Some computers hundreds of miles away.

Accessing...
I'd like to go to 123.456.78.9

Here's the IP address

Verizon

Some computers hundreds of miles away

HTML! CSS! JavaScript!

Here's all the code!

Accessing...
You need to draw that code yourself! Now draw that code yourself!

Here's all the code!

HTML! CSS! JavaScript!

HTML! CSS! JavaScript!

Instructions for your computer to draw a website
ONE
VOLUNTEER
PLEASE